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vision
“There’s gotta be a better way.”
You could say Apex Energy Solutions was founded on that statement. You see, back when he was an
aspiring actor, Michael Foit took a “temporary” job in replacement window sales. Then a funny thing
happened: He realized he had found his calling.
There was just one problem: Michael hated his new industry’s sales practices, quality standards and
customer service. He vowed to find a better way.
Seventeen years later, that better way – now known as Apex Energy Solutions – has expanded to over 15
states by matching cutting-edge technology with time-honored craftsmanship and abandoning traditional
sales approaches in order to go directly to consumers to educate them, so they make good decisions about
their homes.
Now, that’s a better way.

BETTER PRODUCTS

BETTER INFORMATION

BETTER SERVICE

The Insignia Window, the latest in
triple-pane technology, exceeds
industry standards for energy
efficiency and durability … in a
package that helps your home
look its best.

Through a self-guided, interactive
presentation, you learn about
window technology, energy
efficiency and everything else you
need to make smart decisions
about your home.

We’re with you every step of the
way, helping you make choices,
making sure everything from
delivery to installation goes
smoothly, and doing everything it
takes to ensure your satisfaction.

There is a better way. We call it Apex.

green
For a lot of companies, “going green”
means retrofitting old products,
rewriting marketing materials and
adding environmental causes to the
list of non profits they support. Not
Apex; we started out “green.” Our
windows are constructed of recyclable
materials, designed to insulate your
home better, and installed according
to exacting standards.
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The result? You consume fewer
resources, produce fewer emissions
and reduce the harmful by-products
of energy production. Why do we do
it? Not because it’s hip to be green, or
because someone told us to. We do it
because it’s good for you, for us and
for the environment. In other words,
we do it because we’re Apex.

5x
more efficient
than clear insulated
glass packages

100%
recyclable
product

A GREEN HOME IS A HEALTHIER HOME
The Intercept® Warm-Edge Spacer
used in every Insignia Window is more
than 16 degrees warmer at the edge of
the insulated glass unit, making it 54%
more efficient than standard metal
spacers. This, in turn, helps to reduce
condensation, which can lead to mold
and an unhealthy environment.

The reduced maintenance required by
Insignia Windows means no painting,
staining or stripping – ever. Many
paints, stains and stripping agents
release volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) into the atmosphere, which
contribute to atmospheric pollutant
levels.
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(r)evolution
Some companies grow by improving
what everyone else does. Other
companies grow by doing more
of what everyone else does. Apex
grows by doing what no one else
does. Reaching out to customers

in fresh ways. Championing top-ofthe-line windows. Embracing new
technology. Offering environmentally
friendly products. Educating rather
than selling. Putting an emphasis
on installation. And never settling for

today’s solution when tomorrow’s will
be better. For Apex, growth isn’t a
strategy; it’s a by-product of pushing
for something better. Does that work?
You only need to look at the map to
see that it does.

Apex introduces UltraMaxx® Series window with
high-performance glass

1999

2000

February | Apex introduces
“8000 Signature Series” by AMI,
ushering a new era of highperformance window systems

June | Apex opens in
Lexington, KY

2001

2003

2002

2005

2004

October | Apex opens
in Louisville, KY
The idea to revolutionize
an industry is born

Apex creates the
Flipside™ marketing
strategy, foregoing
traditional marketing
efforts

APEX’S NATIONAL GROWTH

2007

2006
Apex introduces
Prodigy® “Factor 5.0”
insulated wall system

Apex introduces Charter Oak®
siding with energy-saving
ThermoWall system

November | Apex
opens in Indianapolis, IN

Apex wins Window & Door
Magazine’s “Dealer of the
Year” Award for excellence
in marketing

Apex opens in
Carmel, IN

Apex introduces the “Prestige
Collection,” Alside’s first
triple-glazed window system

September | Michael Foit cofounds “Apex Development”

1998

November | Apex forms
Apex Energy Group®
Licensing Company to
expand the Apex concept

2008

April | Apex introduces AMI’s
Revolution® offering the first LEED
certified siding in the nation.
April | Apex provides a new
customer experience with the
Living Showroom Concept

Apex creates a CD
Calling-Card, offering
homeowners a “virtual
tour” of energy-efficient
products

July | Apex opens in
St. Paul, MN
July | Apex opens in
Minneapolis, MN

Wins their first
Alside “Dealer in
“Excellence” Award

BY THE NUMBERS
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21

20

YEARS IN BUSINESS

MARKETS IN OPERATION

28,000
HAPPY HOMEOWNERS

+

450,000
WINDOWS INSTALLED

+

Apex takes the in-home sales
experience to another level with a
non-linear media presentation

RECOGNITION

February | Apex launches
proprietary iPhone app, leading
the industry in innovation
June | Apex opens addition to
Living Showroom, making it the
first building in the state to meet
the 2011 LEED specs

April | Apex opens in
Charlotte, NC
June | Apex opens in
Denver, CO

February | Apex opens in
Pittsburgh, PA

Apex wins Angie’s List
Super Service Award

August | Apex opens in
Kansas City, MO

March | Apex opens in
Atlanta, GA

January | Apex
releases 4th-Gen
Media Presentation
exclusively for the
iPad

September | Apex opens
in Ft. Wayne, IN

January | Apex releases
a revolutionary new v
presentation called
“A Better Way” with
immersive cinematic
interface

Apex unveils the latest
in window technology
with the new Insignia
e2 Window System

2009

2011

2013

2010

Apex rolls out Insignia
HP, an option for
Insignia specifically
designed to withstand
high-winds in hurricane
zones

2014

September | Apex opens
in Chicago, IL

2016

November | Apex
opens in Portland, OR

2017

2019

2018

November | Apex opens
in Salt Lake City, UT

April | Apex opens in
Richmond, VA

August | Apex holds inaugural
National Forum in Orlando

February | Apex opens in
Nashville, TN

Milestone Legend

Products

Technology

News

2020
October | Apex
opens in Raliegh, NC

March | Apex
opens in
Tampa, FL

April | Apex opens in
Washington, DC

May | Apex
opens in Jacksonville, FL

April | Entrepreneur
Magazine names Apex
Energy Solutions one
of the hottest new
franchises in the country

November | Apex
opens in
Milwaukee, WI

September | Apex opens
in Houston, TX

Expansion

December | Apex creates the
“Apex Story” app, a Victorianinspired pop-up book for the
iPad to share their history
of innovation and growth Available for download in the
App Store

April | Apex
launches Franchise
opportunity

2015

2012

May | Apex introduces the
Master-Installer™ Program,
establishing rigorous standards
for Apex installers

February | Apex
launches new
website with
innovative parallax
design and localized
Apex content

Award

October | Apex
opens in Boise, ID
October | Apex opens
in Columbus, OH
September | Apex opens
in Seattle, WA
July | Apex makes Inc.
5000 list of fastest growing
companies in America,
coming in at #1498

December | After a year in
the lab, Apex launches new
ExplorAR™ Augmented Reality
experience, letting homeowners
see what Insignia would look like
installed in their home.
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impervious
Put your hand on a single-paned
window on a frosty day, and you
immediately get a chill. Touch it on a
hot day and you’ll feel burned. Maybe
that’s because the bitter wind and
scorching sun are just on the other side
of that one piece of glass; or maybe
it’s because you’re thinking about how
much money you’re losing to heating
and cooling costs.
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50
40
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10
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Now put your hand on Insignia’s
triple-paned window with its gas-filled
spacer system and you feel … fine.
That’s because those bitter winds
and scorching rays are blocked by
three layers of glass and insulating
gas chambers … and you’re insulated
from high heating and cooling costs.

uPVC :: Unplasticized Polyvinyl Chloride
It can be shaped to form perfect air-tight seals and
relied on to hold a rigid shape. And it can be used in
combination with natural materials to create surfaces and
materials that are attractive and environmentally friendly.
Finally, PVC can be engineered to reduce temperature
conductivity, increase insulating benefits and reduce
infiltration by the elements — making your home more
energy-efficient and reducing your utility costs.

progressive
10

Why do we use our own proprietary
blend of resin on the Insignia window?
The short answer is because our
blend, Criterion Resin, is strong stuff
that’s easy on the environment. The
long answer? By replacing the wood
in traditional window construction, it
saves trees … It lasts longer, so you
won’t need to replace your windows
any time soon … It doesn’t need to be
painted, which means fewer chemicals

released into the environment … It’s
easily recycled, so scraps from the
manufacturing process can be used
in other products … And, finally,
choosing vinyl windows over less
energy-efficient window frames saves
enough energy to electrify 20,000
single-family homes. Like we said,
because it’s strong stuff that’s easy on
the environment.
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Every joint of the Insignia e2
Window is fusion-welded, a
technologically advanced method
of construction that provides
superior strength.

Forging begins with our proprietary
blend of uPVC resin, utilizing
“European water-cooled” extrusion
process for added strength. It’s
advanced, durable and virtually
maintenance-free.

Extruded from a single sash frame
delivering optimal strength for fully
integrated lift-rails and interlocks.
Unlike most window systems that
require such features to be snapgrooved to the sash, this nextgeneration exterior glazing-bead
also ensures peak performance,
while the custom cove-moulded
design provides traditional woodlike beauty.
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Material + Design + Manufacturing
Its material makes it lightweight, rigid and maintenancefree. Its design is durable and elegant. Lastly it’s
manufactured with state-of-the-art techniques, adding
efficiency and quality.

forged
Any structure is weakest at its joints –
at those places where two pieces are
joined together. That’s a simple rule
of mechanics. So, how do you get
around that problem? You eliminate
the joints. For Apex, that means using
single-piece window sashes, forged as
one unit rather than assembled from
multiple parts.

Through this process, you get a sturdier
window more capable of resisting
the elements, a tighter structure that
allows less air to leak in or out, and,
as a result, lower energy costs. That’s
what you call turning a weakness into
a strength.

CASEMENT
6
Omni-Seal Compression Bulb
Insignia’s perimeter compression bulb offers
360 degree protection from air infiltration and
creates a vacuum like seal to keep the good
stuff in your home, and the bad stuff out.
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Criterion Resin Frame and Sashes

7

2

7
Pinch-Point Fusion-Welded Joints
Every corner of Insignia is fusion-welded
using advanced manufacturing techniques
to provide superior strength.

Our own proprietary blend of uPVC resin to
create a rigid, durable structure without the
maintenance of wood.
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2
Strategic Insulating Air Chambers

ClimaTech® TG2 Triple-Glazed System
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Triple glazed, argon-filled sashes comprise the most
efficient window on the market. Krypton is available
with our TK2 window system.

Precision placement of these air chambers
provide optimal strength and efficiency to the
frame and sashes.
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3
Multi-Point Locking System

Posi-Action Geared Crank Arm

An ultra-secure locking system provides
multiple locking points designed to tightly
seal the unit across the entire perimeter;
eliminating air infiltration and dramatically
reducing outside noise.

Insignia casements are engineered from the
ground up as a triple-paned system. As a
result, all gears, balances and support arms
need to be able to handle the extra weight with
smooth operation on even the heaviest sashes.

3
4

Pro-Ficiency Foam Core Chambers

4
UltraFlex Warm-Edge Spacer

A series of closed-cell foam chambers in the
sash and frame provide a barrier to keep the
harsh elements where they belong, outside.

This advanced spacer provides flexibility
to the unit, preventing sealant failure
caused by conventional spacers.

9
5

Crank & Cradle Nestled Hardware
Insignia’s stainless steel crank-out hardware
nestles for a smooth, low-profile look. The
hardware assembly is specially crafted to
accommodate the weight of a triple-paned unit,
offering effortless operation.
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WE PASS THE TEST
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DOUBLE-HUNG
1

1
Strategic Insulating Air Chambers

7

Precision placement of these air chambers
provide optimal strength and efficiency to the
frame and sashes.

5
2
Criterion Resin Frame and Sashes

2
7
European Beveled Master-Frame

Our own proprietary blend of uPVC resin to
create a rigid, durable structure without the
maintenance of wood.

All double-hung, sliding and casement
windows feature a master-frame that
accommodates different architectural styles.
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ClimaTech® TG2 Triple-Glazed System

Pinch-Point Fusion-Welded Joints

9

Every corner of Insignia is fusion-welded
using advanced manufacturing techniques
to provide superior strength.

Triple glazed, argon-filled sashes comprise the most
efficient window on the market. Krypton is available
with our TK2 window system.
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3
4
MonoSash Extruded Design

FiberForce Sash Reinforcement

4

The exclusive pultruded Fiberglass sash
reinforcement at the locking rail ensures the
meeting rails will not be prone to flexing while
providing extra rigidity.

For optimal strength and performance
we created a custom sash that is made
of a single extrusion.
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UltraFlex Warm-Edge Spacer
This advanced spacer provides flexibility to
the unit, preventing sealant failure caused by
conventional spacers.

5
Integrated Double Lift Rails
All lift rails are integrated into the sash
extrusion, providing a seamless look
and ease of operation.

11
Hidden Screen Tracks

6

10

Pro-Ficiency Foam Core Chambers
A series of closed-cell foam chambers in the
sash and frame provide a barrier to keep the
harsh elements where they belong, outside.

An
aesthetic
enhancement,
hidden screen tracks provide a
more streamline look from the
exterior.

5
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12

11

True Slope Low-Profile Sill
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This sleek design incorporates the
look of a traditional sloped sill with the
energy efficiency of a hospital sill.
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Apex Promotional Home in Matthews, NC
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Apex Promotional Home in Carmel, IN

Apex Promotional Home in Indianapolis, IN
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enduring
Progress isn’t about abandoning
everything that’s come before. It’s about
enhancing the best of the past with the
best of tomorrow … merging what we
know with what we imagine … and
marrying art with science. Nowhere is
this more tangibly demonstrated than
in the Insignia double-hung window,

DOUBLE-HUNG

a perfect blend of ageless design
and modern innovation. Classic lines,
sturdy construction, tilt-in design for
easy cleaning and all of the technical
details that make Insignia the best
window for your home. That’s progress.
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TWO-LITE SLIDER

feel
People often say that when you close
the door on a well-engineered car, you
know right away what quality feels like.
It’s solid. It’s smooth. It’s quiet. It moves
easily along its course and settles into
place with a satisfying “thump.” The
added bonus?

With that kind of quality come elegance
and style – the visual demonstration of
great design. Now close the Insignia
sliding window. Smooth. Solid. Quiet.
Satisfying. Elegant. Now you really
know what quality feels like.

CASEMENT

aperture
Don’t think of it as a window. Think
of it as a picture frame around the
world outside your home. Think of
it as a light source letting the sun
flood into your house. Think of it as a
statement about your sense of style.
A great window does more than keep
the elements outside – it also frames,

highlights and accents your home
and your life. That’s what makes the
Insignia casement and awning window
the perfect addition to your home. It’s a
frame, a light source and a statement.
And, of course, a great window.
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access
By definition, a door provides access,
either to your home from the outside
world, or to the outside world from your
home. At the same time, you want it
to provide security – to make you feel
safe. In exchange for that access and
security, you usually have to give up
a couple of things … you know: light
and a view.

But an Insignia sliding patio door gives
you access and security along with
a flood of light and a great view – all
packaged together with a silky-smooth
sliding action. You don’t have to give
up anything. By definition, that’s
satisfaction.

CLASSIC PATIO DOOR

culmination
Even a window as great as the Insignia
falls short of its potential if it’s not
installed correctly. That’s why, at
Apex, we don’t take chances with your
installation – we only put your windows
in the hands of a certified Master
Installer. With a minimum of seven
years’ experience, Apex customer-care
training, and additional certification

from our window manufacturer and the
EPA, your Master Installer is trained to
make sure your investment will pay
off for years to come. His work is the
culmination of our hard work, and the
assurance that you’ve made the right
decision.

MASTER INSTALLER CREDENTIALS

FACTO RY
C E R T I F I E D

C E R T I F I E D

A CONCIERGE-LEVEL EXPERIENCE
At Apex, we not only offer the very
best in craftsmanship, but we pair it
with cool technology that enhances
your experience. No more guessing
about the status of your project, or who
will be working in your home. Apex
leverages our app, LOUPE®, to keep
you informed every step of the way.

From automated emails letting you
know your windows have been
ordered, to an easy-to-take survey that
keeps us on our “A” game, you’ll never
have to stress over the details -- we’ve
got you covered!
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choice
They say choice is freedom.
We say you’re free to choose the elements
that make your windows truly yours.

HARDWARE OPTIONS
METAL FINISHES

STANDARD

White

Beige

Light Earthtone

Dark Earthtone

Satin Nickel

Antique Brass

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

INTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS
STANDARD

White
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HD WOODGRAINS

Beige

Rich Maple

Light Oak

Dark Oak

Dark Cherry

Foxwood

White Woodgrain

Note: Colors are as accurate as printing techniques allow. Please make final color selections using actual product samples. Grid pattern icons are for illustration pursposes only and do not represent actual dimensions.

EXTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS
STANDARD EXTRUDED

EXCLUSIVE PAINTED

White

Sand Dune

Desert Clay

Hudson Khaki

American Terra

Beige

American Terra

Architectural Bronze

Forest Green

English Red

GRID PATTERN OPTIONS
CUT GLASS

WINDOW INTERIOR GRIDS

Craftsman

Colonial

Diamond

Single Prairie

Double Prairie

Colonial

Diamond

BRICKMOULD WRAP COLOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE G8 COIL

OBSCURE GLASS OPTIONS
PRIVACY GLASS

None

Standard Obscure

Rain Glass

Glue Chip Glass

View all available ways to
customize your Insignia system
by scanning this QR code with
your smart phone.

Prairie

WORK WITH THE BEST

EXPLORE OUR HISTORY

The home improvement business is full of good reputable people and firms – but there

Because of our direct approach, we realize you may not have heard of Apex before

also are a few bad apples out there taking advantage of homeowners. Before agreeing

– and that’s okay! We’ve created an incredible interactive iPad app that will let you

to work with any firm, check them out. Here are some criteria to consider:

explore Apex’s nearly two-decades of growth and innovation.

•

Third Party Ratings (BBB, Angie’s List, etc.)

•

Nearby Homes You Can Reference

•

Energy Star Ratings

by reacting to your fingertips, the app allows you to turn pages and watch pop-up

•

Industry Recognition and Awards

features take shape.

Take a picture of this code to check out
Loupe Reviews and see what howeowners
are saying about their experience with Apex.

OUR CREDENTIALS

The app’s design faithfully recreates the intricate engineering and art of Victorian
pop-up books, replacing paper creations with digital ones. Telling the Apex story

Scan this on an iPad to download the “Apex
Story” Pop-up Book app from the App Store
and explore our history of innovation.

WWW.APEXENERGYGROUP.COM
facebook.com/theapexdifference
apexenergygroup.com/presskit
#THEAPEXDIFFERENCE
#WEAREAPEX
WE’RE FRANCHISING!
Learn more about how you can start a
new future with Apex.
www.apexopportunity.com
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